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rests upon perceptible differences of emotional or affective
constitution. It is interesting to note that the first attempt
at classification of types is concerned with the emotional
behaviour of men.; manifestly because the play of emotion
forms the most frequent and obviously striking feature of any
behaviour.
But affect is by no means the only thing that is
characteristic of mankind; characteristic data can be expected
from other functions as well, the only requirement being that
we perceive and observe the other functions with the same
distinctness that we naturally give to affect. In the earlier
centuries, when the concept ' psychology' as we know it
to-day was almost entirely lacking, the other psychological
functions were veiled in obscurity; as indeed to the great
majority of people to-day they seem to be scarcely discernible
subtleties. Affects are revealed at once, even to superficial
observation, and the unpsychological man, that is, the man to
whom his neighbour's mind presents no problem, contents
himself with this kind of observation. The perception of
affect in his fellow-man is enough for him; if he sees none,
then the other person is psychologically invisible to him,
because apart from affects, nothing is discernible in another's
consciousness. He is, in fact, blind to the other functions.
The primary condition, whereby we can discover functions
in our fellow-men other than affects, is secured when we
ourselves pass from an ' unproblematical' to a problematical
condition of consciousness. By ' unproblematical' I mean
the instinctive attitude toward life as exemplified by the
primitive, whereas ' problematical' denotes the state of
mind in which the easy attitude that takes things for granted
has changed into one in which a certain amount of psycho-
logical tension exists. In this latter state our fellow-man
emerges from invisibility and becomes a factor with which
'we have to grapple consciously. Resuming the thread of the
argument: in so far as we judge others only by affects, we
show that our chief, and perhaps only, criterion is affect.

